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Head Kandy FHC-E2051 Hair Removal Kit

WHAT’S INCLUDED

16.9 fl oz Capacity Wax Warmer
US Plug 110V, 100W
Temperature Range: 95-257°F
Aluminum Wax Pot
20 Large Applicator Sticks
20 Small Applicator Sticks
3.4 FL OZ 100ml Before Wax Spray
3.4 FL OZ 100ml After Wax Spray
(3) 3.5oz Hard Wax Bead Bags (No strips needed!)

When plugging in the wax warmer the screen display will read OFF.
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To turn the wax warmer on adjust the control knob clockwise. The rotary switch can be adjusted to set the
temperature by 34°F with each turn. To lower the temperature turn the control knob counterclockwise. When the
temperature is adjusted to the lowest setting, turn the control knob counterclockwise to power off. The indicator light
will be red when preheating and change to green when the warmer has reached the desired temperature.

SAFETY WARNINGS:
ALWAYS USE CAUTION. HOT WAX CAN BURN YOU.
As with any other electrical appliance, keep out of reach of children.
Read through the instructions prior to use. DO NOT place, store, or use the device near water or where it can be
pulled into water. DO NOT submerge in water; keep surrounding area dry. If the warmer falls into water unplug it
immediately. DO NOT reach into the water. Even when the warmer is off electrical parts are still live and can cause
injury.
All metal compontents can reach up to 257°F and will be hot to the touch.

PRECAUTIONS:
Test a small area to make sure your skin is not overly sensitive to the wax. Avoid waxing over cuts or scrapes. If you
are on medication that affects the skin or have a skin related disorder, consult your doctor prior to use. To avoid
irritation do not repeatedly wax over the same area.

HOW TO CLEAN THE SILICONE WAX POT

If the wax does not easily pop out, use an applicator stick to remove leftover wax. Pour baby or body oil into the
silicone wax pot and heat until the remaining wax dissolves. Once cooled wash with soap and water to thoroughly
remove all oil residue. Pat dry with a paper towel.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Add hard wax beads to the digital wax warmer silicone pot and allow to melt until the wax becomes the consistency
of thick honey. Before you begin use an applicator stick to test the wax temperature on the inside of your wrist. Use
with caution, hot wax can burn you. Wax should spread easily without being uncomfortably hot. If the wax is not
warm enough for proper adhesion it will need to be heated and applied at a higher temperature. Always test prior to
use when making temperature adjustments.
Cleanse the area to be waxed with our Before-Wax Spray. Apply using a cotton ball and pat dry. Dip your applicator
stick into the melted wax and twirl to avoid dripping. Apply wax in the direction of hair growth. When the wax has
dried and fully hardened press down on the patch of wax to ensure uniform removal. While holding the skin taut
quickly pull the wax in the opposite direction of hair growth. Once you have finished apply After-Wax Spray to soothe
skin and remove any residue. Discontinue use if reaction occurs.

TROUBLESHOOTING

If the wax is not pulling up all of the hair you may not be applying enough pressure with the applicator stick. Apply
with more pressure so that the hairs are coated in wax. The wax may not adhere to hair that is too short. One quarter
inch is the ideal length for hard wax hair removal.
If the wax is not sticking to your skin, you may have too much Before or After-Wax spray on the area. Blot dry or
massage into skin so that it’s only slightly shiny. If the wax is cracking or coming apart when you try to peel it off it
may have been left on too long or applied too thin.

GO GETTER
Lemon Scented Hard Wax Gentle Enough for Sensitive Skin
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